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ABSTRACT
The purpose of the study was to compare the re la tiv e effects
o f generalized cardiovascular training on the development of
localized muscular strength and endurance, s p e c ific a lly the isotonic
and s ta tic strength and endurance of the elbow fle x o r muscles.
Sixty male college students between the ages of 18-22 years
served as subjects.

A ll subjects were given tests fo r maximal

s ta tic and isotonic elbow flexio n strength, fo r muscular endurance,
and fo r predicted aerobic capacity before and a fte r the training
period.

The cable tensiometer was u tiliz e d to te s t s ta tic strength;

a maximal l i f t with a barbell was used fo r the isotonic strength
measure.

Muscular endurance measures consisted of the number of

rep etition s a subject could perform with a barbell loaded with 43
per cent of his maximal strength, and the cardiovascular scores were
recorded in m i l l i l i t e r s of oxygen per kilogram of body weight as
determined by the Astrand-Ryhming te s t fo r predicted oxygen uptake.
The tra in in g procedures were as follows: Group I , the
Combined Cardiovascular and Strength Training group exercised
e c c en trically on the Kinometric Contractor and rode a Monark
Bicycle Ergometer.

Group I I , the Cardiovascular Training Group rode

the Monark Bicycle Ergometer.

Group I I I , the Strength Training

Group exercised e c c en trically on the Kinometric Contractor; and
vi i i

Group IV , the Control Group participated in the pre- and post-tests
only.

A ll subjects in the trainin g groups trained three times per

week fo r six weeks.
The t - t e s t fo r correlated means was employed to determine
the significance of mean gains from the i n it ia l to the fin a l tests
fo r each v a ria b le.

A randomized two-by-two analysis of covariance

was used on the maximal strength, both s ta tic and isotonic, and
muscular endurance of the elbow flexors under four experimental con
d itio n s .
The findings in this study were:
1. The maximal s ta tic strength gains of the subjects who
received strength trainin g were s ig n ific a n t a t the .01 level of
p ro b a b ility .

Subjects who did not receive strength training did not

show s ig n ific a n t strength gains.

The subjects who received cardio-

vascular-strength trainin g also showed s ig n ific a n t strength gains a t
the .05 level of p ro b ab ility.
2. The maximal isotonic strength gains of the subjects who
received strength trainin g were s ig n ific a n t a t the .01 level of
p ro b a b ility .

The two groups of subjects who did not receive strength

trainin g did not show s ig n ific a n t gains.

The subjects who received

cardiovascular-strength trainin g also gained s ig n ific a n tly in
isotonic strength.
3. Muscular endurance gains of the subjects who received
cardiovascular tra in in g were s ig n ific a n t a t the .05 level of proba
b ility .

The subjects who did not receive cardiovascular trainin g did

not show s ig n ific a n t gains.
ix

4. Analysis of covariance of the maximal s ta tic strength
scores showed strength gains of those subjects who engaged in strength
trainin g to be s ig n ific a n tly greater than those who did not receive
strength tra in in g .
5. Analysis of covariance of the maximal isotonic strength
scores showed strength gains of those subjects who engaged in
strength trainin g to be s ig n ific a n tly greater than those who did not
receive strength tra in in g .
6. Analysis of covariance of the muscular endurance scores
showed that there were no s ig n ific a n t differences in endurance
performances between those subjects who received cardiovascular
trainin g and those who did not.
Within the lim ita tio n s o f this study the following conclu
sions seemed ju s tifie d :
1. A general cardiovascular train in g program apparently is
not e ffe c tiv e in developing localized isotonic or s ta tic muscular
strength.
2. A general cardiovascular tra in in g program does have a
positive e ffe c t in improving localized muscular endurance.

x

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The basic p rin c ip le underlying most programs of strength and
muscular endurance development is the princip le of overload.

The over

load p rin cip le implies that muscles gain in strength and size when
they are required to work a t a rate or in te n s ity greater than that
previously encountered.

Morpurgo^ demonstrated the application of

overload before the turn of the century by showing that exercise makes
muscles grow la rg e r.
1905.

However, an actual theory was not offered u n til

In that year Roux^ formulated the aktivitashypertrophie theory

which described the relation ship between structure and function.
Research on the topic of structure and function led Werzacker^ in
1920 to form alize the overload p rin cip le as i t is known today.
By the early 1930's the v a lid ity of the p rin c ip le of overload
was generally supported as a re s u lt of the work of researchers such
as S eib ert, Christensen, and Brown.4

Since that time, in te re s t has

been concentrated prim arily on the investigation of methodologies by
^Arthur H. Steinhaus, Toward an Understanding of Health and
Physical Education (Dubuque, Iowa: W.C. Brown Company, 1963), p. 57.
^ Ib id ., p. 41.
^ Ib id ., p. 41.
4I b id ., p. 42.
1

2

which the p rin cip le of overload can be applied.

Thus fa r the three

principal methods of developing strength and endurance by the over
load p rin c ip le that have been substantiated by research are by iso
to n ic, isometric and isokin etic train in g .
The isotonic methodology as a means of applying the principle
of overload fo r the development of muscular strength and muscular
endurance has probably received the most widespread acceptance over
the past fo r ty -fiv e years.

Isotonic trainin g implies a muscular con

tractio n during which the resistance u tiliz e d remains constant.

In

practice this type of resistance has been tra d itio n a lly associated
with the use of barbells.

Of course the actual resistance is con

s tan tly changing throughout any given range of motion due to changes
in the lever systems.
Although the isometric method of applying overload was inves
tigated by Seibert^ in 1928, i t was not u n til Mueller reintroduced
the method in 1953 th at i t received widespread atten tio n .

By d e fin i

tion the term indicates th a t tension is developed by a muscle, or
group of muscles, with no accompanying lengthening or shortening of
the muscle i t s e l f .

In p ractice, isometric exercise is a maximal or

near maximal exertion applied to an immovable object.
A th ird method of developing strength and endurance was in tro c

duced during the mid 1960's termed isokin etic contraction.

Isokinetic

exercise is defined as maximal or near maximal force applied against
^ Ib id ., p. 134.
^James J. P errin e, "Iso kin etic Exercise and the Mechanical
Energy Potentials of Muscle," Journal of Health, Physical Education
and Recreation, Vol. 39, No. 5, May, 1968, pp. 40-44.
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an object that moves at a predetermined and constant rate of speed
throughout any given range of motion.
Research has not yielded consistent differences among the
three methods with respect to the comparative effectiveness in the
development of muscular strength and muscular endurance.

Apparently,

the effectiveness of any p artic u la r method is larg ely dependent upon
the c rite rio n used.

In other words, i f the strength and endurance

gains are assessed is o to n ic a lly , that method of trainin g usually
yields the best re s u lts , whereas, i f an isometric te st is used, the
isometric trainin g program is often superior.

In any event, the

research d e fin ite ly has established the fa c t that a ll methods are
e ffe c tiv e in developing muscular strength and muscular endurance.
In order to fu rth e r the knowledge o f the development of strength
and endurance i t would seem necessary to study various facets of
the existing methodologies and investigate d iffe re n t ways in which
they may be applied.
A basic physiological difference between the function of
muscular strength and endurance has been associated with the oxygen
transport system although the degree of this dependency is not clear.
Maximum strength is manifested by the co n tra ctile force generated
to overcome a maximal resistance.

P hysiologically, i t is related

at least in part to the number of functioning motor units involved
in a single contraction.^

Van Huss and H e usner^ expressed b e lie f

^Vernon B. Mountcastle, Medical Physiology (Saint Louis:
C. V. Mosby Company, 1968), 12th e d ., Vol. I I ; p. 1706.
8W. D. Van Huss and W. E. Heusner, "Strength, Power, and
Muscular Endurance," in Henry J. Montoye's e d ., An Introduction to
Measurement in Physical Education, Vol. 4 , Physical Fitness, (In dian apolis: Phi Epsilon Kappa, 1970), p. 6.
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that the a b ilit y of a person to tra in fo r strength, described as "muscu
la r endurance short," was dependent prim arily upon localized energy
stores.

Brouha^ suggested th at the c ircu lato ry system should be con

sidered as an important fa c to r in the development of strength.

He

pointed out that increased power of muscular contraction is not only
associated with changes in the structure of muscle fib ers but also
with an increased number of c a p illa rie s which is a circ u lato ry func
tio n .

On the other hand, muscular endurance relates to repeated con

tractions with submaximal resistance.

Physiologically the lim its to

this type of work are prim arily dependent upon the oxygen transport sys
tem.^0

Maison and Broeker^ suggested that the improvement in work

capacity of muscles with in ta c t blood supply was dependent upon c i r 
culatory and nervous system changes.

The authors suggested that the

principal change in the trained muscle was the improvement of aerobic
endurance which was in turn dependent upon the a b ilit y of the blood
to supply oxygen to muscle fib e rs .
The lite r a tu r e supports the premise that the principal deter
miner of muscular endurance lie s in the oxygen transport system.

How

ever, the degree to which i t is related to specific endurance tasks
where the steady state is not reached is not clear.

The author was

unable to fin d any lite r a tu r e with respect to the function of the oxy
gen transport system on the development of muscular strength.

The

^L. Brouha, "Physiology of Training Including Age and Sex,"
The Journal of Sports Medicine and Physical Fitness, Vol. 2, No. 1,
March, 1962, p. 3.
^°Van Huss and Heusner, op. c i t . , p. 6.
^ G . L. Maison, and A. G. Broeker,"Training in Human Muscles
Working With and Without Blood Supply," American Journal of Physiology,
Vol. 132, 1941, pp. 390-404.
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assumption apparently is th at strength is dependent upon local energy
reserves rather than the oxygen transport system.

However, the degree

to which c ircu lato ry train in g w ill enhance these local reserves, i f at
a l l , is not c le a r.

I f the oxygen transport system is the key to the

differences between strength and endurance tra in in g , such a study
should contribute to a more complete understanding of the role of
cardiovascular fitness on the development of strength and endurance.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The problem was to determine the role of generalized cardio
vascular tra in in g in the development of localized muscular strength
and endurance.
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The purpose of the study was to determine the effects of a
generalized cardiovascular train in g program on the development of
isotonic and s ta tic strength and the muscular endurance of the elbow
fle x o rs .

S p e c ific a lly , the study sought to determine the comparative

effectiveness of a train in g program involving prim arily cardiovascular
conditioning, a strength train in g program, and a combination of
cardiovascular and strength train in g in developing muscular strength
and endurance.
DEFINITION OF TERMS
Maximal strength was defined as the amount of force that could
be exerted by the elbow fle x o r muscle group a t a fixed angle of
application.

6
Muscular endurance was defined in terms of the number of repe
titio n s of elbow flexio n and extension against a resistance of 43 per
cent of maximal strength.
Muscular fatigue was defined as the in a b ility of the elbow
fle x o r muscle group to complete a re p e titio n throughout its en tire
anatomical range of motion.
Maximal cardiovascular function was defined as that condition
when the oxygen intake per unit of time attained its maximum value.
In normal subjects the maximal oxygen consumption achievable is usually
taken as an index to maximum cardiovascular function.

IO

Steady state was defined as th at state in which the oxygen
intake is s u ffic ie n t to meet the oxygen requirements and fo re s ta ll
fu rth e r accumulation of la c tic acid and oxygen debt.
Concentric muscular contraction was defined as a type of mus
cular contraction in which the origin and insertion of a muscle move
toward each other.
Eccentric muscular contraction was defined as a type of mus
cular contraction in which the origin and insertion of a muscle move
apart.
Iso kin etic exercise was defined as a muscular exertion applied
against an object th at moves at a predetermined and constant rate of
speed throughout a given range of motion.

NEED FOR THE STUDY
The acquisition o f muscular strength and muscular endurance
is of unquestionable significance, especially to athletes and coaches.
An investigation of this nature could assist in the c la r ific a tio n of
the role of the oxygen transport system in the development of muscular
^Laurence E. Morehouse and Agustus T. M ille r , Physiology of
Exercise, (Saint Louis: C. V. Mosby Company, 1967), 5th e d ., p. 148.
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strength and muscular endurance.

This c la rific a tio n could most

assuredly have an e ffe c t on present strength and endurance train in g
programs.

The establishment of a clear relationship between these

variables could have a revolutionary a ffe c t in many areas.

The results

could well indicate th a t in order fo r a weight l i f t e r to re a liz e his
maximal p o te n tia l, cardiovascular train in g must be included in the
l i f t i n g program.

On the other hand, the results might indicate that

short term endurance work is not enhanced by cardiovascular train in g
and as a re s u lt athletes such as wrestlers who include running in th e ir
tra in in g programs might fin d other types of trainin g more p ro fita b le .
In addition there is a continual need to contribute meaningful data to
an already existing body of knowledge re la tiv e to the topic of muscular
strength and muscular endurance.

This study may well act as a catalyst

fo r other s im ila r research.
DELIMITATIONS
The study was delim ited to sixty male students p articip atin g
in the physical education service program a t Western Illin o is Uni
v e rs ity , Macomb, I l l i n o is .

The subjects were freshmen and sophomores

ranging in age from eighteen to twenty-two years.
The exercise tasks fo r the experimental treatment groups
included bicycle ergometer work, elbow flexio n exercise, a combination
of both, or in the case of the control group, neither.

The treatment

groups a ll exercised three times per week fo r a six-week period whereas
the control group took only the pre- and post-tests.

8
LIMITATIONS
Although the subjects were instructed not to p artic ip ate in
any muscular overload and/or cardiovascular a c tiv itie s , i t was impos
sib le to supervise a c tiv itie s outside of the testing and trainin g
sessions.

Likewise, the subjects were instructed not to e a t, smoke,

or exercise immediately preceding the cardiovascular testin g .
ever, there was no guarantee of compliance.

How

Due to the nature of

overload tra in in g i t was impossible to ascertain whether the subjects
ac tu a lly performed maximally throughout the e n tire anatomical range
of motion.

F in a lly , while i t was impossible to control individual

m otivation, every attempt was made to motivate a ll subjects equally.

CHAPTER I I
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
For sake of c la r ity and convenience, the review of related
lite r a tu re was divided into the following categories:

( I ) lite ra tu re

concerning the relationship between cardiovascular function and
myological function; ( I I ) studies related to the development and
evaluation of cardiovascular function; ( I I I ) research concentrating
on the effectiveness of eccentric and concentric muscular overload
techniques in the development of strength; (IV ) materials related to
the measurement of maximal strength and muscular endurance; and (V)
summary o f the related lite r a tu r e .
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CARDIOVASCULAR
FUNCTION AND MYOLOGICAL FUNCTION
Karpovich and Sinning^ reported that there is a s ig n ific a n t
increase in the number of c a p illa rie s in trained as opposed to untrained
animals, sometimes as great as 40 to 45 per cent more.
advanced by the authors th at a gain in

I t was furth er

muscular endurance among other

things is mainly a problem of improving the transportation of blood
to the muscles.

^Peter Karpovich and Wayne E. Sinning, Physiology of Muscular
A c tiv ity (Philadelphia, London, Toronto: W. B. Saunders Company,
1971), p. 29.

Byrd and H ills

p

investigated the relationship between muscular

endurance and isometric tra in in g .
with d a ily isometric bouts.

Six subjects trained fo r four weeks

The train in g consisted of maximal exertion

with a grip dynamometer u n til a 50 per cent strength decrement was
observed.

The elapsed time represented the muscular endurance value.

Other measurements included resting blood flo w , blood flow during a
fifte e n second 50 per cent maximal contraction, and recovery hyperemia.
At the end of the tra in in g period the mean values fo r both strength
and endurance were s ig n ific a n tly greater.

The resting and recovery

blood flows were not found to be d iffe re n t although there was a sig
n ific a n t increase in blood flow measured during the contraction with
50 per cent of maximal strength.

The authors concluded that the

observed endurance gains were a t le as t in part due to physiological
adjustments, one of which was improved c irc u la tio n .
Cooper's0 results support the thesis th at cardiovascular fitn ess
is related to strength as well as endurance.

He found f i r s t th a t 30

to 35 per cent of the incoming service men a t Lackland A ir Force Base
could run a mile in under eight minutes.

He also observed th at of

that select group 87 per cent could also meet the calisth en ic require
ments.

This fig u re was found to ris e to 97 per cent at the completion

of the basic train in g period.

I t was fu rth e r found th at i f the data

of the group of airmen who could run at le as t one and one-half miles
^Ronald J. Byrd and William L. H ills , "Strength, Endurance, and
Blood Flow Responses to Isometric Trainin g," The Research Q uarterly,
Vol. 42, No. 4 , December, 1971, pp. 357-360.
^Kenneth H. Cooper, USAF MC, "Proposed United States A ir Force
Physical Fitness Program," From the Aerospace Medical Laboratory
( C lin ic a l), W ilford Hall USAF H ospital, Aerospace Medical Division
(AFSC), Lackland A ir Force Base, Texas.
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in twelve minutes were examined, the percentages were even higher.
Cooper therefore maintained th at testing lim ited to the twelve minute
performance permitted an accurate estimate of overall useful muscular
strength.

The investigator found in addition th a t, commensurate with

increased endurance capacity, is apparently an increase in strength
in a ll muscles of the body, p a rtic u la rly the arms.
DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION OF
CARDIOVASCULAR FITNESS
Karpovich and Sinning^ reported that the best single indicator
of overall cardiovascular function was a te s t of maximal oxygen uptake.
However, the authors also indicated th at such tests are d i f f ic u l t to
adm inister, require expensive apparatus and could be considered dan
gerous to those being tested.
tests

Because o f these d if f ic u lt ie s , submaximal

have been extensively u tiliz e d .

J u s tific a tio n fo r such tests

is based on the assumption th at oxygen uptake and heart rate are related
lin e a r ly .

According to Karpovich and Sinning th is lin e a r rela tio n

exists only fo r submaximal pulse rates.

At higher levels of work the

pulse rate tends to level o ff while oxygen intake continues to ris e .
The authors suggested th a t i f maximal oxygen intake is calculated on the
assumption o f th is lin e a r ity i t w ill be smaller than the actual value.^
Despite this apparent weakness in submaximal te s tin g , Astrand
and Ryhming6 maintained th at this type of te s t was capable of providing
a good indication of a subject's maximal oxygen uptake.

The authors

^Karpovich and Sinning, op. c i t . , p. 285.
5I b i d . , p. 109.
6p. 0. Astrand and Irma Ryhming, "A Nomogram fo r Calculation of
Aerobic Capacity (Physical Fitness) From Pulse Rate During Submaximal
Work," Journal of Applied Physiology, Vol. 7, No. 2, September, 1954,
pp. 218-221.
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devised a nomogram to predict maximal oxygen uptake during work and
reported that i t was accurate within an error range of 6 per cent in
two-thirds of the subjects tested.

I t was stated th at the e rro r becomes

larg er i f lower rates of work are u tiliz e d to make the predictions.
The authors held that submaximal tests are useful when the te st
severity is such as to raise the heart rate during the steady state
to between 125 and 170 beats per minute at which time there is a
nearly lin e a r increase in metabolism with heart ra te .

Sucec'7 in v e s ti

gated the relation ship between oxygen uptake and heart rate during
periods of maximal work and found a positive relationship o f .78.
O

Davies

found th a t the error in the Astrand-Rhyming nomograms

consistently underestimated true oxygen uptake values, and he indicated
th a t i f precision in measurement greater than an error of plus or minus
15 per cent was required that d ire c t types of evaluation would be
necessary.

Boyer* maintained that the error associated with the

Astrand-Rhyming nomogram is much too great to u t iliz e in a study that
demands precision:
I t is too d if f ic u l t to accurately reproduce submaximal tests
a t any level o f tra in in g . For accurate evaluation of the effects
of endurance tra in in g on muscle strength development, there appears
to be no other a lte rn a tiv e but to measure maximal oxygen con
sumption.
Anthony A. Sucec, "Oxygen Uptake in Middle-Aged Males P a r tic i
pating in an Adult Fitness Program," Abstracts of papers presented to
the Research Section a t the 1968 Las Vegas Convention of the American
Association fo r Health, Physical Education, and Recreation.
8

C.
T. M. Davies, "Lim itations to the Prediction of Maximal
Oxygen Intake From Submaximal Tests," The Journal of Sports Medicine
and Physical Fitness, Vol. 5, No. 4 , December, 1965, pp. 207-214.
^John L. Boyer, M.D., Personal correspondence, November 29,
1971.
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Glassford and o th e rs ^ compared four tests dealing with evalua
tio n of the cardiovascular system.

The tests under investigation were

the Taylor, Buskirk and Henschel te s t, the M itc h e ll, Sproule and Chap
man te s t, the Astrand bicycle erogometer te s t, and the Astrand-Ryhming
in d ire c t test was not s ig n ific a n tly d iffe re n t from those of the d ire c t
methods of measurement.

I t was found however, th at the Astrand-

Ryhming in d ire c t te s t had a s ig n ific a n tly greater variance than the
two d ire c t methods and the authors suggested fu rth e r examination
before using the test extensively in oxygen intake prediction.

A

number of correlations were then conducted between a ll of the tests
and the results indicated th at the correlations obtained between the
three d ire c t tests and the Astrand-Ryhming nomogram technique were as
great as the correlations obtained between the d ire c t tests themselves.
DeVries^ reported a correlation of .73 between the AstrandRyhming nomogram predicted value and maximal oxygen uptake.

DeVries

stated th a t with college age men the maximal oxygen uptake can be
reasonably accurately predicted through the use of the submaximal
testing method.

I t was fu rth e r determined that the Astrand-Ryhming

te s t was as accurate as the Sjostarand te s t and less time consuming
to administer.
Antel and Cumming^ presented evidence of the adverse affects
o f emotions on submaximal testin g .

This would suggest that the

1°R. G. Glassford, G. H. Y. Baycroft, A. W. Sedgwick, and
R. B. J. Macnab, "Comparison of Maximal Oxygen Uptake Values Determined
by Predicted and Actual Methods," Journal o f Applied Psychology, Vol.
20, No. 3, May, 1965, pp. 509-513.
^ H e rb e rt deVries and Carl E. K lafs, "Prediction of Maximal
Oxygen Intake From Submaximal Tests," The Journal of Sports Medicine
and Physical Fitness, Vol. 5, No. 4, December, 1965, pp. 207-214.
12jack Antel and Gordon R. Cumming, "E ffect of Emotional
Stimulation on Exercise Heart Rate," The Research Q uarterly, Vol. 40,
No. 1, March, 1969, pp. 6-10.
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re p e a ta b ility of such testing could be undermined.

The authors ob

served the effects of two emotional stimulators on heart rate a fte r
the steady state had been reached.

The data indicated that emotions

appear to be capable of producing elevated heart rates a fte r reaching
a steady state at heart rates o f between 110 and 175 beats per minute.
Investigations have been conducted to determine the amount of
work necessary to e l i c i t a cardiovascular train in g e ffe c t.
study was conducted by

F a ria

One such

He trained three groups, one group

at a resistance that would elevate the heart rate to between 120 and
130 beats per minute, one group a t a resistance th a t would elevate the
heart rate to between 140 to 150 beats per minute, and one group that
would have a resistance great enough to elevate the heart rate to
between 160 and 170 beats per minute.
control.

A fourth group acted as a

A ll of the experimental groups exercised fiv e days per week

fo r a four-week period.

Analysis showed that the group working a t

heart rates of 140 to 150 and the group working a t a heart rate between
160 to 170 produced greater results than the group who worked a t a
heart rate level of 120 to 130 and the control.

There were no d i f 

ferences between 140 to 150 and 160 to 170 groups.

The group working

a t a heart rate of 120 to 130 was not found to be d iffe re n t from the
control group.

The author concluded th at i t may not be necessary to

tra in at an in te n s ity beyond a heart rate o f 150 beats per minute in
order to improve physical working capacity.

^ I r v i n E. Faria, "Cardiovascular Response to Exercise as
Influenced by Training of Various In te n s itie s ," The Research Q uarterly,
Vol. 41, No. 1, March, 1970, pp. 44-50.

Sharkey and Holleman^ investigated the effects of trainin g on
the cardiovascular system at three d iffe re n t in te n s ity lev els.
design included three experimental groups:

The

one trained a t a heart

rate of 120 beats per minute, one group a t a heart rate of 150 beats
per minute, and a th ird group which trained a t a heart rate of 180
beats per minute.

The subjects exercised ten minutes per day, three

days per week fo r a six-week period.

There were s ig n ific a n t differences

between the group that exercised at a heart rate of 180 beats per
minute and a ll others in favor of the 180 group.

The group that

exercised at a heart rate of 150 beats per minute was found to be
superior to the 120 group.
Jackson, Sharkey and Johnston^5 investigated the merits of
tra in in g one, two, three, or fiv e days per week in the development
of cardiovascular function.

The tra in in g procedures consisted of

running on a motor driven treadm ill ten minutes per tra in in g session
at a speed of seven miles per hour.
u tiliz e d to evaluate the four groups.

Three cardiovascular tests were
The authors concluded that on

the basis of th e ir data two or three work sessions per week were as
beneficial as work sessions fiv e days per week.
Durnin, Brockway and W hitcher^ investigated various train in g
Brian J. Sharkey and John P. Holleman, "Cardiorespiratory
Adaptations to Training a t Specified In te n s itie s ," The Research Quarterly,
Vol. 38, No. 4, December, 1967, pp. 698-703.
^ Jay H. Jackson, Brian Sharkey, and L. Pat Johnson, "Cardio
respiratory Adaptations to Training a t Specified Frequencies," The
Research Q uarterly, Vol. 39, No. 2, May, 1968, pp. 295-300.
^ J . V. Durnin, J. M. Brockway, and H. W. Whitcher, "Effects
of a Short Period of Training of Varying Severity on Some Measurements
o f Physical Fitness," Journal of Applied Physiology, Vol. 15, 1960,
pp. 161-165.
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in te n s itie s on the development of cardiovascular function.

The method

of stress chosen by the authors was walking various predetermined
distances.

The subjects walked te n , twenty, or th ir ty kilometers

each day fo r a ten-day period.

S ta tis tic a l analysis indicated that

the group that was walking twenty kilometers d aily was superior to the
ten and th ir ty kilometer groups.

The investigators suggested th at the

th ir ty kilometer group may have been, walking at a distance which was
too great fo r th e ir level of fitn e s s .

The im plication may be that

the frequency and severity of the work load must be adjusted to the
fitness level of each subject.
Yeager and Brynteson

17

also conducted research that dealt

with the duration of work and its e ffe c t on cardiovascular e ffic ie n c y .
The authors u tiliz e d female subjects exercising at a heart rate of
144 beats per minute three days per week fo r six weeks at e ith e r ten,
twenty, or t h ir t y minutes per tra in in g session.

The train in g resulted

in s ig n ific a n t trainin g effects fo r a ll groups but no s ig n ific a n t
differences were found between the groups.
ECCENTRIC AND CONCENTRIC MUSCULAR OVERLOAD
TECHNIQUES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF STRENGTH
T h is tle and o th e rs ^ pioneered early research in the area of
isokin etic exercise.

This research was conducted with the aid o f 51

l^Susan A. Yeager and Paul Brynteson, "Effects of Varying
Training Periods on the Development o f Cardiovascular E fficiency of
College Women," The Research Q uarterly, Vol. 41, No. 4, December, 1970,
pp. 589-592.
^Howard B. T h is tle , Helen J. Hislop, Mary M offroid, and Edward
W. Lowman, "Iso kin etic Contraction: A New Concept of Resistive Exer
cise," Archives of Physical Medicine and R eh ab ilita tio n , Vol. 48, No. 7,
July, 1967, p. 279.
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subjects who were assigned to e ith e r a progressive exercise group, an
isometric exercise group or to what the authors referred to as an iso
k in e tic group.

A ll subjects exercised the quadricep muscle group four

days per week fo r an eight-week period.

The amount of maximal force

th at could be exerted on a special device was used as the u n it fo r
evaluation.

The investigators concluded that the isokinetic group

produced the greatest strength gains.
Moffroid and o th e rs ^ conducted s im ila r research.

Is o k in e tic ,

isometric and isotonic groups were u tiliz e d as treatment groups and
the Cybex Exercisor was used to evaluate the methods in developing
strength of the quadriceps and hamstring muscles.

The authors con

cluded th at the subjects p a rtic ip a tin g in the iso kin etic group produced
the greatest strength gains as measured by percentage of increase in
torque pounds.
Johnson

on

compared a kinometric exercise treatment to an

isometric exercise treatment in the development of strength.

Varia

tions of the m ilita ry press were chosen as the train in g exercise and
the results were analyzed as gains made between an i n it ia l and fin a l
maximal m ilita ry barbell press.

Each of the two groups exercised

three times per week fo r a nine-week period.

S ig n ifica n t strength

gains were found fo r both groups, but there were no differences between
the two treatments.
1Q

Mary M offroid, Robert Whipple, Edward Lowman, and Howard
T h is tle , "A Study of Isokin etic Exercise," Physical Therapy, Vol. 49,
No. 7, July, 1969, p. 735.
on

James H. Johnson, "A Comparison of the Effectiveness of Iso
metric Exercises and Exercises Performed on the Kinometric Contractor
in Developing Strength," (unpublished Master's thesis, Louisiana State
U n iversity, Baton Rouge, Louisiana, July, 1967).
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pi

Escutia*-

investigated the results of trainin g by re p e titiv e

jumping and is o k in e tic means on the a b ilit y to increase performances
on the v e rtic a l jump.

A th ird group acted as a control and p a r tic i

pated in no developmental a c tiv ity .

The tra in in g regimen fo r the

re p e titiv e jump group consisted of jumping re p e titiv e ly twenty-five
times s triv in g fo r maximum height on each jump.

The isokinetic group

performed ten repetitions of a p a ra lle l squat u tiliz in g a special b e lt
arrangement attached to an isokin etic device called the Super M iniGym.

The experimental groups trained twice per week fo r a to ta l

period of seven weeks.

No s ig n ific a n t gains were made by any of the

three groups.
Testone^ conducted a s im ila r study u tiliz in g the Super M iniGym.

The purpose of his study was to determine the effectiveness of

isokin etic tra in in g in increasing the height of the v e rtic a l jumping
a b ilit y of his subjects.

His design included an experimental group

which executed fifte e n leg extensions is o k in e tic a lly four times per
week fo r six weeks and a control group that participated in no a c tiv ity .
S ta tis tic a l analysis revealed th at both the experimental group and the
control group improved in strength as measured by the Super Mini-Gym
apparatus.
tic a l jump.

However, only the experimental group improved in the ver
The difference in the mean strength gains of the two groups

was found to be s ig n ific a n t in favor o f the experimental group.
pi

Richard Escutia, "A Comparison of Repeated Jumping fo r
Increasing the V ertical Jump In V o lle y b a ll," (Unpublished Master's
th esis, Western Ill i n o is U n iversity, July, 1971).
22

Angelo Testone, "Is o kin e tic Training as a Method to Improve
the Vertical Jump," (Unpublished Master's thesis, Western Illin o is
U n iversity, August, 1972).
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C o u n s ilm a n ^

recommended that isokin etic types of train in g be

applied to swimming events.

He suggested th at the type of resistance

provided fo r the arm and leg muscles by the water was quite sim ilar
to isokin etic resistance.
*?lL
H u tin ger^ compared the effects of isom etric, isoton ic, and

isokin etic strength programs on the speed of the crawl in swimming.
His study showed strength gains w ithin the groups but no s ig n ific a n t
differences among the three treatment groups.
Asmussen^S found that when a muscle fib e r which is in a state
of isometric contraction is allowed to contract during continuous
stim ulation, the isotonic strength curve was well below the isometric
strength curve.

He also found that when the muscle fib e r was length

ened fo rc ib ly , the tension curve was well above the isometric curve.
Dess and Karpovich^ compared forces developed by isom etric,
eccentric and concentric contraction.

The maximal force th at the

subjects were able to apply was s ig n ific a n tly greater fo r the eccentric
group.

^James Counsilman, "Isokin etic Exercise: A New Concept
in Strength Building," Swimming World, November, 1969, pp. 4 -5 , 15.
^Paul W illard Hutinger, "Comparisons of Is o k in e tic , Isotonic,
and Isometric Developed Strength to Speed in Swimming the Crawl Stroke,"
Dissertation Abstracts In te rn a tio n a l, Vol. 31, June, 1967.
^ E . Asmussen, "Muscle as a Tissue," Conference held at
Lankenau H ospital, Penn., November 3, 1960, edited by Rodahl, and
Horvath, (New York: McGraw, 1962), p. 331.
^Wayne s. Doss, and Peter V. Karpovich, "A Comparison of
Concentric, Eccentric, and Isometric Strength of Elbow Flexors,"
Journal of Applied Physiology, Vol. 20, No. 2, March 1965, p. 351.
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G rie v e ^ studied eccentric muscular contraction and was con
vinced th at i t ' s importance had been overlooked.

His research design

made possible the examination of torque which was generated through
the use of a weighted bar which was in turn rotated from side to side
by his subjects.

Analysis of film s indicated th at peak torque was

associated with the eccentric phase of the movement.

In some cases

th is peak was nearly twice that of the isometric torque.

B an is te r^

plotted a force curve of the elbow flexors as they were being contracted
con centrically, e c c e n tric a lly , and iso m etrically.

The force was found

to be the greatest during the eccentric phase and second greatest
during the isometric phase.
Updyke^ studied the effects of eccentric contraction on the
strength of the elbow fle x o r muscle group.

Sixteen subjects were as

signed to an experimental group and a control group.

The experimental

group trained fiv e days per week fo r fiv e weeks with a special pulley
apparatus which made eccentric contraction possible.

The experimental

group's improvement was s ig n ific a n tly greater than the control group's.
Rasch and Pierson

TO

investigated the relationship between

maximal isometric tension and the breaking strength of the forearm
^ D . M. Grieve, "Stretching Active Muscles and Leading With
the Hips," The Royal Canadian Legion's Coaching Review, June, 1969,
p. 3.
28e . W. B anister, "Theories of Strength Training," The Royal
Canadian Legion's Coaching Review, Vol. 4 , No. 2, 1966, p. 2.
2^Wynn F. Updyke, and Robert S. Irw in , "Effects of Eccentric
Muscular Contraction on Strength Development," Abstracts of the papers
presented a t the 1965 Annual Convention of the American Association fo r
Health, Physical Education, and Recreation, March 20, 2:45 p.m.
^ P h ilip J. Rasch and William R. Pierson, "Relationship Between
Maximum Isometric Tension and Breaking Strength of Forearm Flexors."
The Research Q uarterly, Vol. 31, No. 3, October, 1960, p. 534.
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fle x o rs .

Measurements were taken with a Baldwin Sr-4 load c e ll.

The

mean score fo r the isometric contraction was 49.5 pounds and 50.9
pounds fo r the eccentric breaking te s t.

There were no s ig n ific a n t

differences between the two methods.
Gedney

31

employed the Kinometric Contractor to determine the

effects of eccentric tra in in g on the strength of the elbow flexors
as measured by a concentric barbell c u rl.

Strength gains were found

to be s ig n ific a n t a t the .01 level of confidence.

Further investiga

tion revealed no s ig n ific a n t differences between the eccentric group
and a concentric group train in g under s im ila r circumstances.
MEASUREMENT OF STRENGTH AND
MUSCULAR ENDURANCE
The most prevalent method of measuring strength and endurance
has been to take a proportion of a maximal contraction and use that
as the load which the subject moves repeatedly u n til the muscles are
3?
fatigued. Karpovich e t a l .
used one-third of maximal isotonic
contraction at a cadence of 60 rep etitions per minute halting the work
a fte r the subject broke the cadence fo r the f i f t h time.

R e lia b ility

c o efficien ts as high as .91 were obtained on a te s t-re te s t calculation.
McCraw and Burnham^ measured maximal elbow flexio n at a 90
31

Roger H. Gedney, "A Comparison of Concentric and Eccentric
Training Methods on the Concentric Strength Gains of the Elbow Flexors,"
(unpublished Master's thesis, Louisiana State U n iversity, Baton Rouge,
Louisiana, A p r il, 1971).
^ P e te r V. Karpovich, Peter H. Cohan, and Michio Ik a i, "Study
of Endurance of Various Muscle Groups," The Research Q uarterly, Vol.
35, No. 3, October, 1964, pp. 393-397.
33
Lynn W. McCraw, and Stan Burnham, "Resistive Exercises in the
Development of Muscular Strenqth and Endurance," The Research Q uarterly,
Vol. 37, No. 1, March, 1966, pp. 79-87.---------------------------------------------------
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degree angle then used 50 per cent of th a t contraction at a cadence
of 36 rep etition s per minute u n til the subjects could no longer mainta in the cadence.

34
Carlson and McCraw
determined the endurance value

used in th e ir study by averaging three isometric strength t r ia ls of
fiv e seconds each and taking a percentage of that fig u re .

Subjects

were tested fo r muscular endurance by measuring the length of time
each could maintain the prescribed isometric contraction.
Meyers and Sullivan

35

36
and S ta rt and Graham
studied the maxi

mal strength of the elbow flexors a t 130 degrees and 115 degrees,
respectively.

Dennison e t a l . ,

37

used an index composed of maximal

chinning and bar dipping scores to compare the effects of isometric
and isotonic programs on the development o f muscular endurance.

A

d iffe re n t approach to study muscular endurance was used by Sedgwick

38

who investigated the effects of muscle temperature on muscle endurance.
The muscle endurance value was determined by the number of complete
rep etition s that could be executed w ithin a two minute time lim it .
OA

Robert Carlson and Lynn W. McCraw, "Isometric Strength and
R elative Isometric Endurance," The Research Q uarterly, Vol. 42, No. 3,
October, 1971, pp. 244-250.
35
Stanley J. Meyers and William P. S u llivan , "Effect of
C irculatory Occlusion on Time to Muscular Fatigue," Journal o f Applied
Physiology, Vol. 24, January, 1968, pp. 54-55.
36K. B. S ta rt and J. S. Graham, "Relationship Between the
R elative and Absolute Isometric Endurance of an Isolated Muscle Group,"
The Research Q uarterly, Vol. 35, No. 2, May, 1964, pp. 196-197.
3 7 j. D. Dennison, M. L. Howell and W. R. Morford, "E ffect of
Isometric and Isotonic Exercise Programs Upon Muscular Endurance,"
The Research Q uarterly, Vol. 32, No. 3, October, 1961, p. 351.
33Anthony W. Sedgwick, "Affect o f A c tiv ity Increased Muscle
Temperature on Local Muscular Endurance," The Research Q uarterly,
Vol. 35, No. 4, December, 1964, p. 533.
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Clarke

on

studied muscle endurance o f the elbow flexors under

moderate loads exercising fo r two minute time periods.

In trying to

te s t subjects to the point of exhaustion, i t became clear th a t con
sisten t results in ergographic muscular fatigu e testing were best
achieved when the ergograph loads were such as to induce exhaustion
in less than two minutes.

T e s t-re te s t correlations ranged from .75

to .85.
SUMMARY OF THE RELATED LITERATURE
The author was able to find very few studies related to the
effects of cardiovascular tra in in g on various aspects of strength
development.

The lite r a tu r e that was presented would seem to support

the theory th a t changes in muscular endurance are at lea s t in part
dependent upon adequate amounts of oxygen being read ily availab le.
The lite r a tu r e suggested th at this a v a ila b ility could be enhanced
by increased numbers of c a p illa rie s and increased blood flow during
exercise.

However, one source stated th at general increases in

overall bodily strength, including the arms, are realized through
cardiovascular tra in in g .
There was some division o f thought related to the various
measurements o f cardiovascular function; d ire c t oxygen uptake measure
ments and submaximal oxygen uptake prediction te sts.

The d ire c t methods

of testing have been used as v a lid ity c r it e r ia with which to correlate
results of submaximal testing as they are generally assumed to be the
OQ

H. Harrison Clarke, Muscular Strength and Endurance in Man
(Englewood C lif f s , New Jersey: P re n tic e -H a ll, In c ., 1966), pp. 60-62.
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most v a lid method of determining cardiovascular e ffic ie n c y .

However,

in several instances no greater agreement has been found among various
d ire c t tests than between certain submaximal tests and d ire c t tests.
Of the submaximal tests i t appeared th at the Astrand-Ryhming nomogram
technique has been most often u tiliz e d .

Reported errors of estimate

with this instrument have ranged from 6 to 15 per cent.

Correlations

between d ire c t tests and submaximal tests have been reported as high
as .73.

With respect to the tra in in g in te n s itie s necessary to e l i c i t

a cardiovascular tra in in g response, heart rates near 180 beats per
minute were most e ffe c tiv e .

However, i t appeared that s ig n ific a n t

increases in oxygen uptake were possible with heart rates as low as
approximately 145 beats per minute.
Iso kin etic exercise was found in a ll instances, with the
exception of one, to be e ffe c tiv e in the development of strength.
Early experimentation by therapists revealed sup erio rity of th is type
of exercise over isotonic and isometric methods as measured by various
force curves.

However, more recent research on persons other than

re h a b ilita tio n patients appears to challenge e a r lie r reports.

Eccen

t r ic muscular contraction has also been established as an e ffe c tiv e
method of overload.

When using force velo city curves as a means of

evaluation, eccentric contraction appeared to e x h ib it sup erio rity
over isometric contraction.

However, when isotonic barbell l i f t i n g

was used to evaluate eccentric and concentric treatments, they appeared
to be equally e ffe c tiv e .
Of the strength studies surveyed, strength testing was con
ducted e ith e r by isotonic or isometric means.

Isotonic testing was

performed usually with some type of special apparatus or barbells and
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was recorded as the amount of resistance th at could be lif t e d through
a given range o f motion one time.

However, the major portion o f the

studies reviewed u tiliz e d the cable tensiometer in one way or another
to determine maximal strength.
There was no concensus with respect to the measurement of
muscular endurance.

A fte r the establishment of a work load the subjects

would exercise with resistance to a predetermined cadence.
of exercise varied widely from study to study.

Termination

One researcher u tiliz e d

a timed endurance approach where the subjects executed as many re p e ti
tions as possible within a two minute time lim it .

Another investigator

used chin ups and bar dips in the form of an arm strength index to
determine muscular endurance of the arms.

Another approach was repre

sented by the to ta l number of f u ll range rep etition s th at could be
performed without a cadence or a time lim it .

Other methods included

isometric holding feats as a muscular endurance task.

CHAPTER I I I
PROCEDURES FOR THE STUDY
OVERVIEW
Sixty male college students were randomly assigned to four
groups, fifte e n per group.

These subjects participated in a special

physical education class fo r c re d it which had been created for th is
study.
Each group was given pre- and post-tests of maximal s ta tic
and isotonic strength o f the elbow fle xo r muscle group; muscular
endurance of the elbow flexors; and cardiovascular fitn e s s .
Since a ll groups could not p artic ip a te during a single quarter,
two treatments were randomly chosen to be administered during the
spring quarter o f the 1971-1972 school term and the remaining two
treatments were administered the following f a ll quarter o f the 19721973 school term.
Four groups were formed:

Group I , the Combined Cardiovascular

and Strength Training Group, exercised e cc en trically on the Kinometric
Contractor and rode a Monark Bicycle Ergometer.

Group I I , the Cardio

vascular Training Group, rode the Monark Bicycle Ergometer; Group I I I ,
the Strength Training Group, exercised e c ce n trica lly on the Kinometric
Contractor and Group IV , the Control Group, participated in the preand post-tests only.

A ll subjects in the train in g groups participated

three times per week fo r six weeks.

They were asked not to engage in

any a c tiv ity that might serve to a ffe c t the v a lid ity of the study.
26
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The significance o f the mean gains of the groups on each v a r i
able was determined; then analysis of covariance was employed to compare
the groups.
PILOT STUDY
A p ilo t study was conducted during the months of September,
October, and November of the year 1971.
study included:

The objectives of the p ilo t

1) to become p ro fic ie n t in the adm inistration o f the

procedures fo r the Astrand-Ryhming method of predicting aerobic capacity,
2) to assess the f e a s ib ilit y of various d a ily tra in in g schedules, 3)
to ascertain the length of time and exercise heart rates necessary
to obtain a cardiovascular train in g e ffe c t, 4) to determine the optimal
number of strength t r i a l s , 5) to establish the r e l i a b i l i t y of the maxi
mal s ta tic strength te s tin g , and 6) to acquaint a research assistant
with the procedures and to in stru ct him in the correct testing
techniques.
Twenty subjects were given maximal s ta tic strength tests and
tests of cardiovascular function p rio r to a tra in in g period in which
the subjects exercised on a bicycle ergometer three days per week for
six weeks.

The subjects trained at a speed and resistance that would

elevate the heart rate between 150 to 160 beats per minute.

A cable

tensiometer was used in conjunction with a specially designed elbow
fle x o r is o la tio n table to determine maximal bicep strength.
t r ia ls were given at in tervals of s ixty seconds.

Five

The Astrand-Ryhming

te s t o f predicted aerobic capacity was used to evaluate cardiovascular
function.
Among the findings were:

1) i t was apparent th at i t would
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be d if f ic u lt to accommodate more than th ir t y subjects during any given
day, 2) train in g on the bicycle ergometer three days per week fo r six
weeks at a heart rate of between 150 to 160 beats per minute did pro
duce a s ig n ific a n t trainin g e ffe c t as measured by the Astrand-Ryhming
predicted aerobic capacity te s t, and 3) the cable tensiometer in con
junction with the bicep isolatio n table gave re lia b le strength measures.
A te s t-re te s t c o e ffic ie n t of .95 was obtained.
SELECTION OF SUBJECTS
The subjects were freshmen and sophomore college males enrolled
in a special physical education class at Western Illin o is University in
Macomb, I l l i n o is .
years.

The age range of the subjects was from 18 to 22

A special service class was created s p e c ific a lly fo r the study.

I t was lis te d as an exercise research section a t re g is tra tio n .

The

subjects who enrolled were randomly assigned to one of the two groups
each of the two quarters.
EQUIPMENT
Metronome.
Model LM-5.

The metronome shown in FIGURE 1 was a 4-w att Franz

The cadence could be produced v is u a lly with a flashing

lig h t or by an audio sound, or bothJ
Bicycle ergometer.

The bicycle ergometer shown in FIGURE 2

was a Monark constant torque type with work loads ranging from 0 to
2100 kilogram meters per minute when peddled at 50 R.P.M.

The work

load was applied by stretching a nylon b e lt around a large flywheel
with an adjusting lever.

O

V ran z Co. In c ., New Haven, Conn.
p
^Quinton Instruments, S e a ttle , Washington.

FIGURE 1.
METRONOME USED IN THE CARDIOVASCULAR
TESTING AND TRAINING

FIGURE 2.
MONARK BICYCLE ERGOMETER USED IN THE TESTING
AND TRAINING OF CARDIOVASCULAR FUNCTION
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Ph.ysiograph.

The Physiograph shown in FIGURE 3 was the Physio-

graph Model PMP-4A equipped with interchangeable plug in channel ampli
f ie r s , a time and event channel, a 12-speed chart drive and a Beeper
channel monitor.
Beeper.

3

The Beeper Model Mark IV , also shown in FIGURE 3, was

an audio tone generator used to detect rates of recurring phenomena as
recorded by the Physiograph.

I t derived its power through a one lead

plug from the Physiograph channel m onitor.4
Stop watches.

Two Sears and Roebuck 30-second sweep stop

watches were used in conjunction with the administration of the
Astrand-Ryhming te s t.

One watch was used to determine to tal elapsed

time and the second in counting the heart rates per minute.^
Cable tensiometer.

The cable tensiometer shown in FIGURE 4

was a P acific S c ie n tific Company Model T-5.

A ris e r projected from

the tensiometer and when depressed recorded the amount of pressure
applied to i t .

These values were recorded as strength values in

tensiometer units.
Is o latio n ta b le .

The iso latio n table shown in FIGURE 5 was

constructed of plywood and 2x4 wooden planks.

Five anchoring holes

made possible the adjustment of the angle between the forearm and the
directio n of pull applied to the elbow fle x o r muscle group.
were used to firm ly secure each subject to the table.
3

Narco Bio Systems In c ., Houston, Texas.

4Ib id .
^Sears and Roebuck, Chicago, 111.
6P acific S c ie n tific Company, Bell Gardens, C a lif.

The straps
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FIGURE 3.
PHYSIOGRAPH AND BEEPER MARK IV USED IN THE
TESTING OF CARDIOVASCULAR FUNCTION

FIGURE 4.
CABLE TENSIOMETER USED IN THE TESTING OF THE
MAXIMAL STRENGTH OF THE ELBOW
FLEXOR MUSCLES

FIGURE 5
THE ISOLATION TABLE USED IN THE TRAINING
AND TESTING OF THE MAXIMAL ELBOW
FLEXOR STRENGTH AND ENDURANCE
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B arb ell.

A Sears and Roebuck Junior barbell weight set was

u tiliz e d to establish the resistance fo r the muscular endurance te stin g .
The bar without weight plates weighed fiv e pounds.^
Kinometric contractor.

The Kinometric Contractor shown in

FIGURE 6 made possible the eccentric isokin etic contraction used fo r
strength development.

The predetermined and constant velo city required

fo r iso kin etic work was made possible by an e le c tric motor, a drive
reduction box, and jack shaft assembly.

The actual resistance was made

possible by having the subjects force against a bar which was attached
to the revolving jack shaft by a canvas strap.

As the shaft revolved,

the canvas strap wound around the shaft causing the movement.
FAMILIARIZATION PROCEDURES
A meeting p rio r to the beginning

of the investigation served

to introduce the subjects to the problem and procedures.

The s ig n if i

cance of the study and the general trainin g procedures fo r a ll groups
were explained.

The subjects then signed-up fo r th e ir regularly

scheduled work sessions.
A period of one week was afforded a ll subjects fo r the purpose
o f fa m ilia riz a tio n with the testing and tra in in g procedures.

I t had

been recommended by subjects in the p ilo t study th at practice in the
use o f the is o la tio n table be given p rio r to the actual co llection of
the strength data.

Furthermore, each subject was given several t r ia ls

on the Kinometric Contractor. Past experience had shown that
i n i t i a l eccentric contractions should be

these

mild in nature so as to

^Sears and Roebuck Company, Chicago, 111.

FIGURE 6.
THE KINOMETRIC CONTRACTOR USED IN
THE DEVELOPMENT OF ELBOW
FLEXOR STRENGTH
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prevent any jo in t trauma at the w ris t.

F a m ilia rity with the bicycle

ergometer was also considered to be essential so that a ten tative
resistance load could be established th at would produce the desired
heart ra te .

The Physiograph Beeper was also employed.

F in a lly , the

investigator was able to assess each subject's maximal isotonic
strength value using the isolated barbell curl during the fa m ilia riz a 
tion period.

I t was then possible to determine the amount of re s is t

ance each subject would be assigned fo r the muscular endurance testing .
TESTING PROCEDURES
Since the pre- and po st-trainin g te s t procedures were id e n tic a l,
only one description is given.
Maximal S ta tic Strength T e st.
to the is o la tio n ta b le .

(FIGURE 7 .)

Each subject was firm ly secured
Care was taken th at the position

of the arms remained in the antero-posterior plane of motion.

The

cable was adjusted so th at a 90 degree angle was maintained between
the forearms and the cable.

The cable tensiometer was then attached

to the tension cable and the subject was given the signal to exert
maximally.

The subject was instructed to exert maximal force in a

smooth and continuous manner.

The investigator verbally related the

strength reading of the tensiometer to the subject during exertion.
Each subject exerted maximally fo r a period of fiv e seconds fo r each
of fiv e t r i a l s .

One minute was allowed between t r ia ls fo r recovery.

The te s t was repeated a t the next work session and the best average
of the two pre-tests was recorded as the p re -te st value.

The r e lia 

b i l i t y c o e ffic ie n t fo r the maximal s ta tic strength p re -te s t was .89
and .95 fo r the p o s t-te s t.

FIGURE 7.
SUBJECT BEING TESTED FOR MAXIMAL STRENGTH
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Maximal Isotonic Strength T es t.
strapped to the is o la tio n tab le .

Each subject was tig h tly

By observation of body size the

researcher estimated the amount of weight that each subject could
curl and then prepared the barbell accordingly.

The subject was then

instructed to extend his arms f u lly at shoulder width at which time
the investigator placed the barbell in his grasp with the back of
the subjects hands touching the ta b le .
to curl the weight.

The subject was then instructed

On the basis of the f i r s t contraction the author

changed the barbell plates u n til a p re-tes t maximum was established.
The te s t was repeated at the next work session and the best of the two
values was used as the p re -te st score.

The r e l i a b i l i t y c o e ffic ie n t

fo r the p re -te s t scores was .97 and .96 fo r the po st-test scores.
Muscular Endurance Test.

Each subject was once again strapped

to the is o latio n table fo r the endurance te s t.

(FIGURE 8 .)

The muscu

la r endurance value was determined by the number of times the subject
was able to perform a barbell curl u t iliz in g a resistance equal to
43 per cent of his maximal isotonic strength as previously determined
in the maximal isotonic strength te s t.

A successful re p e titio n con

sisted of movement throughout the f u ll range of motion.

This was

determined by having the dorsal surface o f the hands in contact with
the is o la tio n tab le a t both the beginning and the end of the movement.
Each subject continued to curl u n til he fa ile d to complete a f u ll
re p e titio n .

Every subject was given verbal encouragement to continue

when i t became obvious that he was nearing exhaustion.

The te s t was

administered a second time at the next meeting and the best o f the two
scores represented the p re -te st value.

The r e l i a b i li t y c o e ffic ie n t fo r

the p re -te s t value was .67 and .71 fo r the po st-test scores.
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FIGURE 8.
SUBJECT BEING TESTED FOR MUSCULAR ENDURANCE
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Cardiovascular Function Test.

The Astrand-Ryhming te s t of pre

dicted aerobic capacity was administered to a ll subjects.

(FIGURE 9 .)

The Physiograph Beeper was attached to the rig h t thumb and activated.
The metronome was turned on and adjusted to a cadence of 50 beats per
minute.

The subjects were then instructed to begin pedalling the

bicycle ergometer and to pick up the metronome cadence on the downward
phase with the rig h t foo t.

The resistance was then adjusted on the

basis of the value that had been previously determined during the
fa m ilia riz a tio n period.

The stop watch was then started .

A fter each

subject had ridden fo r four and one-half minutes, the number of heart
beats fo r a t h ir t y second period was recorded.

The heart rate was

counted again when the subject had ridden fo r fiv e and one-half minutes.
I f the two recorded heart rate values were fiv e or less beats apart,
the exercise was terminated.

I f the values were more than fiv e beats

apart, i t was assumed that the subject had not reached his steady
state and the exercise continued.

The heart rate was th e reafter moni

tored fo r t h ir t y seconds of each minute u n til the la s t two recordings
were within the fiv e beat lim it .

The m ajority of the subjects com

pleted the te s t in six minutes although several had to rid e fo r an
extra minute or two.

With the use of a predicted oxygen uptake table

i t was possible to estimate oxygen uptake in lit e r s per minute on the
basis of the subject's heart rate and exercise resistance.

By knowing

the subject's oxygen uptake in lit e r s per minute and his body weight
in kilograms, the oxygen uptake in m il l i l i t e r s per kilogram of body
weight was determined.
uptake c h a rt.)

(Refer to APPENDIX A fo r the predicted oxygen

The r e l i a b i lit y c o e ffic ie n t fo r the p re -tes t was .94

and .93 fo r the po st-test.

FIGURE 9.
SUBJECT BEING TESTED FOR CARDIOVASCULAR
FUNCTION
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TRAINING PROCEDURES
Based on p rio r experience with Kinometric Contraction, and
the data compiled during the 1971 p ilo t study, i t was decided that
the to ta l tra in in g program was to be administered over a six-week
period.

The subjects involved in the cardiovascular aspect of the

study rode the bicycle ergometer fo r ten minutes d a ily three days
per week.

The subjects involved in the strength trainin g part of

the study worked on the Kinometric Contractor three days per week.
Each subject performed four eccentric rep etitions throughout the e n tire
range of motion.

The is o latio n table was used in conjunction with the

strength train in g in order to maintain s im ila rity between train in g and
testing positions.

Make up sessions were conducted on Saturdays and

Sundays o f each week.

The subjects were required to make up any ses

sion missed on the following Saturday or Sunday.

I f this was not done

the subject was eliminated from the study.
Combined Cardiovascular and Strength Training Group.

Each

subject in th is group exercised on the bicycle ergometer and the
Kinometric Contractor fo r the purposes of developing cardiovascular
e ffic ie n c y and muscular strength, respectively.

A fter being seated

on the bicycle ergometer, the Physiograph Beeper was attached to the
rig h t thumb and activated.

The metronome was set at 60 beats per

minute and the subject was instructed to pedal to that cadence.

As

- the subject exercised, the investigator adjusted e ith e r the cadence
or the resistance or both in order fo r the subject to reach and
maintain a heart rate o f from 150 to 160 beats per minute.

Assuming

that the subject would reach the steady state in two to four minutes,
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the subjects worked at this elevated level anywhere from approximately
six to eight minutes.
For the strength tra in in g , each subject was firm ly secured to
the is o latio n table which was positioned on top of the Kinometric
Contractor.

(FIGURE 10.)

The subjects then began the c o n tra c tile

phase from a position of f u ll elbow fle x io n .

The Kinometric Contractor

was then switched to the reverse position fo r the eccentric contraction.
The c o n tra c tile phase was continued un til the forearm was at f u ll
extension.

Each treatment consisted of four repetitions of the exercise

with a b u ilt- in four second rest period between each rep etitio n while
the machine was reversed to the s tartin g position.

The assigned four

repetitions were based upon p rio r experience of the researcher with
the Kinometric Contractor.

Each subject in this group exercised

e c c en trically three times per week.
Cardiovascular Training Group.

Subjects in this group followed

the same cardiovascular tra in in g procedures as were described fo r the
combined cardiovascular-strength train in g group.

The subjects did not

engage in any strength tra in in g exercises.
Strength Training Group.

This group of fifte e n subjects

followed the same eccentric train in g procedures as were followed by
the combined cardiovascular-strength tra in in g group.

No cardiovascular

tra in in g was given.
Control Group.

Subjects in the control were only required

to p a rtic ip a te in the pre- and post-test sessions.

They were asked

not to take part in any a c tiv ity th at might influence the results of
this study.

FIGURE 10.
SUBJECT TRAINING ON THE KINOMETRIC
CONTRACTOR
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
The t - t e s t fo r correlated means was used to determine the
significance of the improvement made from the pre- to post-tests as
a re s u lt of the treatments.

A fa c to ria l analysis of covariance was

used to compare the treatment effects of cardiovascular tra in in g ,
strength tra in in g , and the interaction of cardiovascular and
strength tra in in g .

CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
The investigator used the t - t e s t fo r the difference between
correlated means to determine the significance of the gains on each
of the variables.

When s ig n ific a n t gains were demonstrated, analysis

of covariance was employed to compare the treatment e ffe c ts .
ANALYSIS OF GAINS IN MAXIMAL STRENGTH,
AND MUSCULAR ENDURANCE
APPENDIX B contains the correlated t - t e s t data used in the
computation of the cardiovascular function gains.

APPENDIX C shows

the data used in the maximal s ta tic strength gains te s tin g , APPENDIX
D shows the data used in the maximal isotonic strength gains te stin g ,
and APPENDIX E contains the data used in the computation of the sig
nificance o f the muscular endurance gains.
Maximal S ta tic Strength Gains.
TABLE I presents the t - t e s t results for the maximal s ta tic
strength gains.

The combined values from Groups I and I I I , those

subjects who engaged in strength tra in in g , showed a mean strength
gain of 3.88 units which was s ig n ific a n t at the .01 level of proba
b ility .

The combined values of those groups not particip atin g in

strength tra in in g , Groups I I and IV, showed no change in maximal s ta tic
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TABLE I
ANALYSIS OF MAXIMAL STATIC STRENGTH GAINS OF THE ELBOW FLEXOR
MUSCLES FOR SIXTY MALE COLLEGE SUBJECTS

Group

N

Pre-test in
mean tensiometer
uni ts

Post-test in
mean tensiometer
units

Gain

SE
d iff

t

P

Subjects assigned to
strength training
(Groups I and I I I )

30

34.34

38.22

3.88

.61

5.62

.01

Subjects who did not
receive strength
training
(Groups I I and IV)

30

36.63

35.95

-.6 7

.71

.95

NS

Subjects assigned to
cardiovascular training
(Groups I and I I )

30

36.49

37.63

1.14

.44

2.58

.05

Subjects who did not
receive cardiovascular
training
(Groups I I I and IV)

30

35.45

37.92

2.47

.91

2.70

.05

;t needed f o r s ig n ific a n c e a t .05 le v e l o f p r o b a b ility ; 2.04; a t .01 le v e l; 2.75.
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strength as evidenced by a t th at was not s ig n ific a n t at the .05 level
of p ro b a b ility .

The combined values fo r Groups I and I I , the Cardio-

vascular-Strength Training Group and the Cardiovascular Training Group,
showed a mean strength gain of 1.14 units which was s ig n ific a n t at
the .05 level of p ro b a b ility .

The combined values of Groups I I I and

IV , the Strength Training Group and the Control Group, showed a mean
strength gain of 2.47 units which was s ig n ific a n t also at the .05
level of p ro b a b ility .
Maximal Isotonic Strength Gains.
TABLE I I presents the t - t e s t results fo r the maximal isotonic
strength gains.

The combined values from Groups I and I I I , those

subjects engaged in strength tra in in g , showed a mean strength gain
of 4.95 pounds which was s ig n ific a n t a t the .01 level of p ro b a b ility .
Groups I I and IV , those groups not involved in strength tra in in g ,
showed no change in maximal strength as evidenced by a t value that
was not s ig n ific a n t at the .05 level of p ro b a b ility .

The combined

values fo r Groups I and I I , the Cardiovascular-Strength Training
Group and the Cardiovascular Training Group, showed a mean strength
gain o f 2.5 pounds which was s ig n ific a n t a t the .01 level of prob ability.
The combined values o f Groups I I I and IV , the Strength Training Group
and the Control Group, showed a mean strength gain of 3.07 pounds which
was s ig n ific a n t also at the .01 level of p ro b a b ility .
Muscular Endurance Gains.
TABLE I I I presents the t - t e s t data fo r the muscular endurance
gains.

The combined values fo r Groups I and I I I , the Cardiovascular-

Strength Training Group and the Strength Training Group, showed no

TABLE I I
ANALYSIS OF MAXIMAL ISOTONIC STRENGTH GAINS OF THE ELBOW FLEXOR
MUSCLES FOR SIXTY MALE COLLEGE SUBJECTS

Group

N

Pre-test
in mean
pounds

Post-test
in mean
pounds

Gain

SE
d iff

t

P

Subjects assigned to
strength training
(Groups I and I I I )

30

58.61

63.56

4.95

.71

6.87

.01

Subjects who did not
receive strength
training
(Groups I I and IV)

30

57.10

57.73

.63

.57

1.11

NS

Subjects assigned to
cardiovascular trainin g
(Groups I and I I )

30

59.32

61.82

2.50

.67

3.74

.01

Subjects who did not
receive cardiovascular
trainin g
(Groups I I I and IV)

30

56.38

59.45

3.07

.83

3.70

.01

;t needed f o r s ig n ific a n c e a t .05 le v e l o f p r o b a b ility ; 2.04; a t .01 le v e l; 2.75.

TABLE I I I
ANALYSIS OF THE MUSCULAR ENDURANCE GAINS OF THE ELBOW
FLEXOR MUSCLES FOR SIXTY MALE COLLEGE SUBJECTS

Groups

N

Pre-test
in mean
repetitions

Post-test
in mean
repetitions

Gains

SE
d iff

t

P

Subjects assigned to
strength training
(Groups I and I I I )

30

130.6

138.23

7.63

5.34

1.43

NS

Subjects who did not
receive strength
training
(Groups I I and IV)

30

147.33

154.03

6.70

5.40

1.25

NS

Subjects assigned to
cardiovascular training
(Groups I and I I )

30

126.40

138.20

11.57

5.52

2.13

.05

Subjects who did not
receive cardiovascular
training
(Groups I I I and IV)

30

151.30

154.60

2.80

8.09

.41

NS

t needed fo r s ig n ific a n c e a t .05 le v e l o f p r o b a b ility ; 2D4; a t .01 le v e l; 2.75.
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change in muscular endurance as evidenced by a t_ value that was not
s ig n ific a n t at the .05 level of p ro b a b ility .

Likewise, Groups I I and

IV , the Cardiovascular Training Group and the Control Group, showed
no s ig n ific a n t gains at the .05 level o f p ro b ab ility.

The two groups

receiving cardiovascular tra in in g , Groups I and I I , were combined
and showed a mean endurance gain of 11.57 repetitions which was found
to be s ig n ific a n t at the .05 level of p ro b ab ility.

Groups I I I and IV ,

who had not received cardiovascular tra in in g , were combined and
produced a mean gain value which was not found to be s ig n ific a n t at
the .05 level of p ro b a b ility .
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE COMPARISON OF
MAXIMAL STATIC STRENGTH SCORES
The randomized two-by-two analysis of covariance of the mean
maximal s ta tic strength scores of the elbow flexors of the four
groups is shown in TABLE IV.

Level A in the analysis was the com

parison o f cardiovascular train in g vs. no cardiovascular tra in in g ;
level B was the comparison between strength trainin g and no strength
tra in in g .

The interactio n of cardiovascular trainin g and strength

trainin g is represented by A X B in TABLE IV.
The covariance comparison revealed that there was not a
s ig n ific a n t difference, a t the .05 level of p ro b a b ility , in the
s ta tic strength performance of the groups that participated in
cardiovascular tra in in g and those that had not.
The covariance comparison also showed that there was a
s ig n ific a n t difference in the maximal s ta tic strength scores of
the elbow flexors between the groups that had participated in
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TABLE IV
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE OF MAXIMAL STATIC ELBOW
FLEXOR MUSCLE STRENGTH SCORES OF MALE
COLLEGE SUBJECTS UNDER FOUR
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

Source of
v a ria tio n

Sum of
squares

A
(-Cardiovascular vs.
no cardiovascular)

10

1

B
(Strength vs.
no strength)

285

AXB
(In te ra c tio n )

Mean
squares

F

P

10

.79

NS

1

285

22.44

.01

4

1

4

.32

NS

Error

699

55

12.7

Total

998

58

df

F needed f o r s ig n ific a n c e a t the .05 le v e l o f p r o b a b ility ;
4 .0 2 ; a t .01 le v e l; 7.13
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strength train in g and the groups th at had not.

TABLE IV shows an F-

ra tio of 22.44 with 1 and 55 degrees of freedom which was fa r greater
than the 7.13 required fo r significance at the .01 level of p ro b a b ility .
The corrected fin a l mean fo r the groups th at had participated in
strength tra in in g was 39.83 units and the corrected fin a l mean for
the groups that had not participated in strength trainin g was 35.44
u n its , hence a s ig n ific a n t difference in favor of the strength trainin g
groups.
The A X B interaction was not s ig n ific a n t.

Consequently, the

differences between strength train in g and no strength train in g were
uniform under cardiovascular tra in in g and no cardiovascular tra in in g .
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE COMPARISON OF MAXIMAL
ISOTONIC STRENGTH SCORES
The randomized two-by-two analysis of covariance of the mean
maximal isotonic strength scores of the elbow flexors of the four
groups is shown in TABLE V.

Level A in the analysis was the compari

son of cardiovascular train in g vs. no cardiovascular tra in in g ; level
B was the comparison between strength train in g and no strength tr a in 
ing.

The interaction of cardiovascular trainin g and strength trainin g

is represented by A X B in TABLE V.
The covariance comparison showed that there was not a s ig n if i
cant difference at the .05 level of p ro b a b ility in the maximal isotonic
strength performance of the groups th a t participated in cardiovascular
train in g and those that had not.
The covariance comparison also showed that there was a s ig n if i
cant difference in the maximal isotonic strength scores o f the elbow
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TABLE V
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE OF MAXIMAL ISOTONIC ELBOW
FLEXOR MUSCLE STRENGTH SCORES OF MALE
COLLEGE SUBJECTS UNDER FOUR
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

Source of
variation

Sum of
squares

df

Mean
squares

F

P

1.68

1

1.68

.15

NS

B
(Strength vs.
no strength)

297.99

1

297.99

26.85

.01

AXB
(In te ra c tio n )

28.96

1

28.96

2.61

NS

Error

610.34

55

11.10

Total

938.97

A
(Cardiovascular vs.
no cardiovascular)

F needed f o r s ig n ific a n c e a t the .05 le v e l o f p r o b a b ility ;
4 .0 2 ; a t .01 le v e l; 7.13
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flexors between the groups th at had participated in strength train in g
and the groups th at had not.

TABLE V shows an F -ra tio o f 26.85 with

1 and 55 degrees of freedom which was s ig n ific a n t at the .01 level
of p ro b a b ility .

The corrected fin a l mean fo r the groups th at had

received strength train in g was 63.63 pounds and the corrected mean
fo r the groups not receiving strength train in g was 57.66 pounds,
hence a s ig n ific a n t difference in favor of the strength trainin g
groups.
The A X B interaction was not s ig n ific a n t.

As a re s u lt, the

differences between strength tra in in g and no strength train in g were
uniform under conditions o f cardiovascular train in g and no cardio
vascular tra in in g .
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE COMPARISON OF
MUSCULAR ENDURANCE SCORES
The randomized two-by-two analysis of covariance of the muscular
endurance scores of the elbow fle x o r muscle group under four experi
mental conditions is shown in TABLE VI.

Level A in the analysis

represents the comparison o f cardiovascular train in g vs. no cardio
vascular tra in in g in the development of muscular endurance; level B
was the comparison of strength train in g vs. no strength trainin g in
the development of muscular endurance.

The interaction of strength

train in g and cardiovascular tra in in g on muscular endurance is repre
sented by the A X B in te ra c tio n .
The analysis o f covariance showed that there was no s ig n ific a n t
difference at the .05 level of p ro b ab ility in the muscular endurance
of subjects th at had participated in cardiovascular train in g and those
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TABLE VI
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE OF MUSCULAR ENDURANCE OF
THE ELBOW FLEXOR MUSCLE SCORES OF MALE
COLLEGE SUBJECTS UNDER FOUR
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

Source of
variation

Sum of
squares

A
(Cardiovascular vs.
no cardiovascular)

429.9

27.2

B
(Strength vs.
no strength)
AXB
(In te ra c tio n )

Mean
squares

F

P

1

429.9

.02

NS

1

27.2

.32

NS

.004

NS

df

5.54

1

5.54

Error

74606.66

55

1356.48

Total

75069.3
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F needed f o r s ig n ific a n c e a t the .05 le v e l o f p r o b a b ility ;
4.02; a t .01 le v e l; 7.13
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that had not.

The analysis further revealed that there were sim ilarly

no s ig n ific a n t differences in muscular endurance of subjects who had
participated in strength training and those who had not.

The A X B

interaction between cardiovascular training and strength training was
also not s ig n ific a n t.
ANALYSIS OF GAINS IN CARDIOVASCULAR
FUNCTION
In order to te s t the cardiovascular training effectiveness and
show that improvement in cardiovascular function did occur, the in v e s ti
gator also used the t - t e s t fo r correlated means.

The effectiveness was

substantiated as a ll combinations of groups gained s ig n ific a n tly .
TABLE V I I . )

(See

TABLE VII
ANALYSIS OF THE CARDIOVASCULAR FUNCTION GAINS
FOR SIXTY MALE COLLEGE SUBJECTS

Group

N

Pre-test in
m i l l i l i t e r s of
oxygen per Ki1.
body weight

Post-test in
m i l l i l i t e r s of
oxygen per K il.
body weight

Gai ns

SE
d iff

t

P

Subjects assigned to
strength training
(Groups I and I I I )

30

34.60

39.10

4.50

.65

6.90

.01

Subjects who did not
receive strength
training
(Groups I I and IV)

30

35.27

41.30

6.03

1.06

5.69

.01

Subjects assigned to
cardiovascular training
(Groups I and I I )

30

35.87

43.94

8.07

.74

10.90

.01

Subjects who did not
receive cardiovascular
training
(Groups I I I and IV)

30

34.00

36.43

2.43

.70

3.47

.01

t needed fo r significance at .01 level of probability; 2.75
cn
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, FINDINGS, AND CONCLUSIONS
SUMMARY
The purpose of the study was to compare the re la tiv e effects
of generalized cardiovascular training on the development of localized
muscular strength and endurance, s p e c ific a lly the isotonic and s ta tic
strength and endurance of the elbow flexo r muscles.
The study was conducted during the spring quarter of the
1971-1972 academic year and the f a l l quarter of the 1972-1973 school
term at Western I l l i n o i s University, Macomb, I l l i n o i s .

Sixty male

college students between the ages of 18-22 years served as subjects.
The experimental design involved four groups:

Group I ; the Combined

Cardiovascular and Strength Training group, Group I I ; the Cardiovascu
la r Training group, Group I I I ; the Strength Training group and, Group
IV; the Control group.
All subjects were given tests fo r maximal isometric and iso
tonic elbow flexion strength, fo r muscular endurance, and fo r predicted
aerobic capacity before and a fte r the training period.
All experimental groups engaged in three training sessions
per week for six weeks.

Group I , the Combination Cardiovascular and

Strength Training group, participated in eccentric isokinetic exercise
which consisted of four repetitions of approximately four seconds
60
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duration.

In addition, the subjects rode a Monark bicycle ergometer

fo r ten minutes each session.

The subjects trained at a resistance

and speed that would elevate heart rates to between 150-160 beats per
minute.
Group I I , the Cardiovascular Training Group, followed the same
cardiovascular training regimen as described for Group I .

However,

no strength exercises were given.
Group I I I , the Strength Training group, used the same strength
exercises as did subjects in Group I , but no cardiovascular tra in in g .
Group IV was the Control group and participated only in the
pre- and post-testing.

The subjects were asked not to participate

in a c tiv itie s that might a ffe c t the findings of the study.
The Pearson Product Moment correlation technique was used to
establish pre- and post-test r e l i a b i l i t y coefficients fo r the four
tests.

These values were computed for maximal s ta tic strength; maximal

isotonic strength, the muscular endurance scores which consisted of
the number of repetitions a subject could perform with a barbell
loaded with 43 per cent of his maximal isotonic strength; and the
cardiovascular scores recorded in m i l l i l i t e r s of oxygen per kilogram
of body weight as determined by the Astrand-Ryhming te s t fo r predicted
oxygen uptake.
The t - t e s t fo r correlated means was employed to determine the
significance of mean gains from the i n i t i a l to the fin a l tests fo r
each variable.

A randomized two-by-two analysis of covariance was

used on the maximal s ta tic and isotonic strength scores and fo r the
endurance of the elbow flexors under four experimental conditions.
Level A in the analysis was the comparison of cardiovascular training
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vs. no cardiovascular tra in in g ; level B was the comparison between
strength training and no strength tra in in g .

The interaction of cardio

vascular tra in in g and strength training was represented by A X B.
FINDINGS
1.

The maximal s ta tic strength gains of the two groups of

subjects who received strength training were sig n ific a n t at the .01
level of prob ability.

The two groups of subjects who did not receive

strength training did not show s ig n ific a n t strength gains.

The sub

jects from the cardiovascular-strength group and the cardiovascular
only group when combined, showed s ig n ific a n t strength gains at the
.05 level of prob ability.

When the strength training group and the

control group were combined, they produced values that were also sig
n ific a n t at the .05 level of probability.
2.

The maximal isotonic strength gains of the two groups

of subjects who received strength training were s ig n ific a n t at the
.01 level of probability.

The two groups of subjects who did not

receive strength training did not show s ig n ific a n t strength gains.
The subjects from the cardiovascular-strength group and the cardio
vascular only group when combined, showed s ig n ific a n t strength gains
at the .01 level of probability as did the combination of the subjects
in the strength training and control groups.
3.

Muscular endurance gains of the two groups of subjects

who received cardiovascular training were s ig n ific a n t at the .05
level of p rob ability.

The two groups of subjects who did not receive

cardiovascular training did not show s ig n ific a n t gains.

The subjects

who received the cardiovascular and strength training and the strength
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training only did not show s ig n ific a n t gains nor did the combined
cardiovascular only and the control groups.
4.

Analysis of covariance of the maximal s ta tic strength

scores showed strength gains of those subjects who engaged in strength
training to be s ig n ific a n tly greater than those who did not receive
strength tra in in g .

Cardiovascular training did not a ffe c t s ta tic

strength performance.
5.

Analysis of covariance of the maximal isotonic strength

scores showed strength gains of those subjects who engaged in strength
training to be s ig n ific a n tly greater than those who did not receive
strength tra in in g .

Cardiovascular training did not a ffe c t isotonic

strength performance.
6.

Analysis of covariance of the muscular endurance scores

showed that there were no s ig n ific a n t differences in endurance performances between those subjects who received cardiovascular training
and those who had not.
7.

All groups of subjects gained s ig n ific a n tly in cardio

vascular function at the .01 level of probability.
DISCUSSION OF THE FINDINGS
Although the analysis of covariance showed no sign ifican t
differences in levels of cardiovascular training and strength training
on muscular endurance the t - t e s t for differences in correlated means
showed s ig n ific a n t gains in muscular endurance as a resu lt of cardio
vascular tra in in g .

In this study, endurance of the elbow flexo r

muscle group may have been f a c ilit a t e d by increased oxygen uptake
values brought about by the training program, which largely involved

the legs.

Improved endurance also supported Van Huss and Heusner1s^

c r it e r ia fo r two classifications of muscular endurance; dynamic muscular
endurance short, (MES) and, dynamic muscular endurance medium, (MEM).
MES was described as endurance work lasting from several seconds up
to as long as 30 seconds.

Work of this duration was described as

being dependent primarily on energy localized in the active muscle
area.

The strength training in this study would f a l l within the MES

category and was not affected by the cardiovascular tra in in g .

MEM

was described as a c tiv ity that lasts from 30 seconds to four minutes.
According to Van Huss and Heusner, MEM is dependent primarily on the
amount of oxygen debt that a person is able to tole ra te and, to a
lesser degree, the amount of oxygen uptake that a person can achieve.
The muscular endurance task in this study would be classified as MEM
as the elapsed exercise time ranged from approximately two to eight
minutes.

Endurance gains were shown in the cardiovascular training

groups.

Perhaps i f the work load had been a lesser amount so as to

allow a considerably longer work period, that cardiovascular function
would have contributed to a larger degree.

Van Huss and Huesner

classified extended work periods as MEL work and dependent primarily
on the oxygen transport system.
I t would appear that studies directed towards the oxygen trans
port system and its affects on endurance tasks of the high MEM and MEL
categories are greatly influenced by motivation.

The v a r ia b ilit y of

scores within the groups undoubtedly was due in part to differences
! W. D. Van Huss and W. W. Heusner, "Strength, Power, and Mus
cular Endurance," in Henry J. Montoye's ed., An Introduction to
Measurement in Physical Education, Vol. 4, Physical Fitness, "[Indian
apolis: Phi Epsilon Kappa, 1970), pp. 6-7.
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in individual pain tolerances, reactions to encouragement, tenacity,
testing conditions and other factors.

I t is therefore probable that

a multitude of factors are being measured along with muscular endurance.
In order to accurately measure endurance tasks, i t may be necessary
to attempt to isolate such a covariant as persistance and hold i t
s t a t i s t i c a l l y constant.
The data also supports Cooper's

2

findings of increased arm

strength, as measured by calisthenic tasks, as a result of improve
ment in the 12-minute run.

I t is a p o s s ib ility that general overall

increases in cardiovascular function, developed in this case largely
by the legs, w ill enhance the muscular endurance of other muscle
groups not d ire c tly involved in the exercise.
The findings did not support the hypothesis that cardiovascular
training has an a ffe c t on maximal s ta tic or isotonic strength develop
ment when applied in conjunction with isokinetic training.
CONCLUSIONS
Within the lim itations of this study the following conclusions
seemed ju s t ifie d :
1.

A general cardiovascular training program apparently is

not e ffe c tiv e in developing localized isotonic or s ta tic muscular
strength.
2.

A general cardiovascular training program does have a

positive e ffe c t in improving localized muscular endurance.

^Cooper, op. c i t .
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The investigator has the following recommendations fo r further
research:
1.

Replicate sim ilar research but use an isotonic method of

strength development.
2.

Conduct a sim ilar study but where the local muscle group

is more closely related to the major muscle group being exercised in
the cardiovascular program such as the legs used in the bicycling.
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APPENDIX A
PREDICTED OXYGEN UPTAKE TABLE

M a x ia l Oxygen Uptake

M a xia l Oxygen Uptake
litres/m in.

litres/m in.

H eart
rate

300
kpm /
min

600
kpm /
min

900
kpm /
min

1200
kpm /
min

1500
kpm /
min

Heart
rate

300
kpm /
min

1200

600
kpm /
min

900
kpm /
min

kpm /
min

1500
kpm /
min

120

2 .2

3 .5

4 .8

14 8

2 .4

3.2

4 .3

5 .4

121

2 .2

3 .4

4 .7

149

2 .3

3 .2

4 .3

5 .4

1 22

2 .2

3 .4

4 .6

150

2 .3

3 .2

4 .2

5 .3

123

2.1

3 .4

4 .6

151

2 .3

3.1

4 .2

5 .2

124

2.1

3 .3

4 .5

6 .0

152

2 .3

3.1

4.1

5 .2

1 25

2 .0

3 .2

4 .4

5 .9

153

2 .2

3 .0

4.1

5.1

126

2 .0

3 .2

4 .4

5 .8

154

2 .2

3 .0

4 .0

5.1

127

2 .0

3.1

4 .3

5 .7

155

2 .2

3 .0

4 .0

5 .0

1 28

2 .0

3.1

4 .2

5 .6

156

2 .2

2 .9

4 .0

5 .0

129

1 .9

3 .0

4 .2

5 .6

157

2.1

2 .9

3 .9

4 .9

130

1.9

3 .0

4.1

5 .5

158

2.1

2 .9

3 .9

4 .9

131

1 .9

2 .9

4 .0

5 .4

159

2.1

2 .8

3 .8

4 .8

1 32

1.8

2 .9

4 .0

5 .3

160

2.1

2 .8

3 .8

4 .8

133

1.8

2 .8

3 .9

5 .3

161

2 .0

2 .8

3 .7

4 .7

134

1 .8

2 .8

3 .9

5 .2

1 62

2 .0

2 .8

3 .7

4 .6

1 35

1.7

2 .8

3 .8

5.1

163

2 .0

2 .8

3 .7

4 .6

136

1.7

2 .7

3 .8

5 .0

164

2 .0

2 .7

3 .6

4 .5

137

1 .7

2 .7

3 .7

5 .0

165

2 .0

2 .7

3 .6

4 .5

138

1 .6

2 .7

3 .7

4 .9

166

1 .9

2 .7

3 .6

4 .5

139

1 .6

2 .6

3 .6

4 .8

167

1.9

2 .6

3 .5

4 .4

140

1.6

2 .6

3 .6

4 .8

6 .0

168

1 .9

2 .6

3 .5

4 .4

141

2 .6

3 .5

4 .7

5 .9

169

1 .9

2 .6

3 .5

4 .3

142

2 .5

3 .5

4 .6

5 .8

170

1.8

2 .6

3 .4

4 .3

143

2 .5

3 .4

4 .6

5 .7

144

2 .5

3 .4

4 .5

5 .7

145

2 .4

3 .4

4 .5

5 .6

146

2 .4

3 .3

4 .4

5 .6

147

2 .4

3 .3

4 .4

5 .5

Source: Per-Olof Astrand, Ergometry-Test of "Physical Fitness,"
(Varberg, Sweden: Monark-Crescent AB). Work te s t with the bicycle
ergometer by P.-O. Astrand, M.D., Department of Physiology, Gymnastiska
Central i n s t i t u t e t , Stockholm, Sweden.
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APPENDIX B
IN ITIAL, FINAL, AND GAIN OXYGEN UPTAKE SCORES
FOR EACH OF THE EXPERIMENTAL
GROUPS

Group I
Combined Cardiovascular
and Strength Training

Group I I
Cardiovascular Training

Subj.

In itia l
Score

Final
Score

Gain
Score

Subj.

In itia l
Score

Final
Score

Gain
Score

1

44

47

3

1

31

40

9

2

40

46

6

2

43

57

14

3

31

40

8

3

40

46

6

4

41

46

5

4

22

33

11

5

38

46

8

5

32

50

18

6

26

37

11

6

41

49

8

7

40

46

6

7

36

38

2

8

30

37

7

8

42

46

4

9

23

31

8

9

43

50

7

10

41

48

7

10

20

34

14

11

41

49

8

11

42

50

8

12

34

39

5

12

36

51

15

13

35

43

8

13

33

38

5

14

40

46

6

14

39

41

2

15

41

49

8

15

30

45

15

*Scores recorded as m i l l i l i t e r s o f oxygen per kilogram o f body w eight.
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Group I I I
Strength Training

Group IV
Control

Subj.

In itia l
Score

Final
Score

Gain
Score

Subj.

In itia l
Score

Final
Score

Gain
Score

1

18

24

6

1

21

30

9

2

46

46

0

2

38

39

1

3

25

30

5

3

36

31

-5

4

29

33

4

4

23'

22

-1

5

45

45

0

5

31

33

2

6

35

39

4

6

39

49

10

7

31

37

6

7

43

44

1

8

31

31

0

8

44

47

3

9

28

35

7

9

37

41

4

10

25

24

-1

10

32

37

5

11

42

40

-2

11

37

39

2

12

30

35

5

12

29

34

5

13

37

36

-1

13

43

49

6

14

46

44

-2

14

37

42

5

15

24

24

0

15

38

34

-4

*Scores recorded as m i l l i l i t e r s o f oxygen per kilogram o f body w eight.
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APPENDIX C
IN ITIA L, FINAL, AND GAIN STATIC ELBOW FLEXION
STRENGTH SCORES FOR EACH OF THE
EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS

Group I
Combined Cardiovascular
and Strength Training

Group I I
Cardiovascular Training

In itia l
Score

Final
Score

Gain
Score

Subj.

1

32.00

39.67

7.67

2

30.67

29.67

3

32.67

4

In itia l
Score

Final
Score

Gain
Score

1

34.67

28.67

-6.00

-1.00

2

32.67

32.00

-0.67

36.67

3.66

3

39.00

41.67

2.67

35.67

40.00

4.33

4

33.00

33.67

0.67

5

29.33

30.67

1.34

5

34.33

34.00

-0.33

6

47.00

49.67

2.67

6

46.67

43.33

-3.34

7

39.33

43.33

4.00

7

35.33

33.50

-1.83

8

30.33

31.33

1.00

8

37.67

36.67

-1.00

9

36.67

41.00

4.33

9

34.00

33.67

-0.33

10

37.67

37.67

0.00

10

39.00

32.00

-7.00

11

42.00

40.67

-1.33

11

34.00

33.27

-0.73

12

52.00

53.00

1.00

12

23.67

30.00

6.33

13

36.67

46.33

9.66

13

54.00

52.00

-2.00

14

36.33

41.00

4.67

14

36.33

37.33

1.00

15

29.33

33.00

3.67

15

32.67

33.67

1.00

Subj.

*Scores recorded in cable tensiom eter u n its .
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APPENDIX C (continued)

Group I I I
Strength Training

Group IV
Control
In itia l
Score

Final
Score

Gain
Score

1

35.67

35.00

-0.67

4.34

2

48.33

49.00

0.67

35.00

0.00

3

32.00

25.67

-6.33

30.00

33.00

3.00

4

33.33

40.00

6.67

5

40.33

41.67

1.34

5

31.00

40.00

9.00

6

29.33

34.00

4.67

6

35.67

34.00

-1.67

7

33.00

44.67

11.67

7

38.33

32.33

-6.00

8

43.33

44.50

1.17

8

40.33

33.33

-7.33

9

39.33

41.67

2.34

9

34.00

34.33

0.33

10

27.00

32.33

5.33

10

25.00

26.00

1.00

11

40.00

49.70

9.70

11

34.67

34.67

0.00

12

44.67

45.50

0.83

12

42.33

44.33

2.00

13

24.00

38.33

13.33

13

43.33

39.00

-4.33

14

26.67

32.33

5.66

14

34.33

33.00

-1.33

15

41.00

43.00

2.00

15

43.33

42.67

-0.66

In itia l
Score

Final
Score

Gain
Score

Subj.

1

26.00

34.00

8.00

2

32.33

36.67

3

35.00

4

Subj.

*Scores recorded in cable tensiom eter u n its .
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APPENDIX D
IN ITIA L, FINAL, AND GAIN ISOTONIC ELBOW FLEXION
STRENGTH SCORES FOR EACH OF THE
EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS

Group I
Combined Cardiovascular
and Strength Training

Group I I
Cardiovascular Training
In itia l
Score

Final
Score

Gain
Score

1

57.50

58.50

1.00

0.00

2

53.00

58.75

5.75

72.50

-2.50

3

77.50

83.75

6.25

56.25

60.00

3.75

4

55.00

52.00

-3.00

5

67.50

76.00

9.50

5

51.15

48.75

-2.50

6

71.00

75.00

4.00

6

50.00

47.50

-2.50

7

47.50

55.00

7.50

7

52.50

57.00

4.50

8

62.50

66.25

3.75

8

62.50

62.50

0.00

9

51.25

57.50

6.25

9

52.50

53.75

1.25

10

73.00

73.00

0.00

10

52.50

52.50

0.00

11

55.00

57.50

2.00

11

58.50

62.50

4.00

12

55.00

57.50

2.50

12

62.50

70.00

7.50

13

62.50

67.50

5.00

13

62.50

57.50

-5.00

14

52.00

58.00

6.00

14

60.00

60.00

0.00

15

56.00

57.50

1.50

15

41.25

42.50

1.25

In itia l
Score

Final
Score

Gain
Score

Subj.

1

50.00

57.50

7.50

2

96.25

96.25

3

75.00

4

Subj.

*Scores recorded as pounds.
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APPENDIX D (continued)

Group I I I
Strength Training

Group IV
Control

In itia l
Score

Final
Score

Gain
Score

Subj.

1

36.25

42.50

6.00

2

43.75

48.75

3

52.50

4

In itia l
Score

Final
Score

Gain
Score

1

51.00

54.00

3.00

5.00

2

77.50

76.00

-1.50

67.50

15.00

3

55.00

57.50

2.60

62.50

65.00

2.50

4

58.75

58.75

0.00

5

63.75

70.00

6.25

5

47.50

47.00

-0.50

6

55.00

58.00

3.00

6

50.00

50.00

0.00

7

62.50

72.50

10.00

7

70.00

70.00

0.00

8

45.00

53.75

8.75

8

58.00

55.00

-3.00

9

45.00

50.00

5.00

9

70.00

67.50

-2.50

10

62.50

60.00

-2.50

10

57.50

55.00

-2.50

11

76.25

80.00

3.75

11

30.00

32.50

2.50

12

52.50

61.25

8.75

12

60.00

57.50

-2.50

13

75.00

78.00

3.00

13

55.00

60.00

5.00

14

40.00

51.25

11.25

14

48.75

48.75

0.00

15

55.00

61.00

6.00

15

75.00

75.00

0.00

Subj.

*Scores recorded in pounds.
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APPENDIX E
IN ITIAL, FINAL, AND GAIN ELBOW FLEXOR MUSCULAR
ENDURANCE SCORES FOR EACH OF THE
EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS

Group I
Combined Cardiovascular
and Strength Training

Subj.
1

In itia l
Score
166

Group I I
Cardiovascular Training

Final
Score

Gain
Score

Subj.

144

-22

1

In itia l
Score

Final
Score

101

Gain
Score

68

-33

"
218

36

F? 'i
(7

2

73

65

- 8

2

182

3

95

148

52

3

192

205

13

4

125

101

-24

4

82

99

17

5

125

148

23

5

107

121

14

6

46

53

7

6

64

72

8

7

116

79

-36

7

76

80

4

8

182

211

29

8

139

162

23

9

71

74

3

9

202

274

72

10

60

77

77

10

90

89

- 2

n

115

163

48

11

213

259

46

12

134

134

0

12

282

262

-20

13

no

176

66

13

215

215

0

14

92

115

23

14

110

113

3

15

106

123

17

15

121

92

-29

*Score u n its recorded as r e p e titio n s .
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APPENDIX E (continued)

Group I I I
Strength Training

Subj.

In itia l
Score

Final
Score

Group IV
Control
Gain
Score

Subj.

In itia l
Score

Final
Score

Gain
Score

1

118

176

58

1

223

153

-70

2

139

163

25

2

108

96

-12

3

218

246

28

3

137

125

-12

4

117

88

-29

4

77

85

8

5

182

196

14

5

85

106

21

6

189

202

13

6

75

90

15

7

141

156

15

7

61

73

12

8

173

158

-15

8

153

165

12

9

169

152

-17

9

136

124

-12

10

128

100

-28

10

361

400

39

11

90

70

-20

11

221

246

25

12

353

197

-156

12

97

106

9

13

57

65

7

13

112

178

66

14

89

139

50

14

326

287

-39

15

139

228

89

15

72

60

-12

*Score units recorded as repetitions.
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